>> NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN NATIVE AMERICAN GAMING

Tribal Interests Face Stacked Deck
in Latest Skirmish Over Limits of Tribal
Jurisdiction in the Supreme Court
By Heidi McNeil Staudenmaier and Anthony J. Carucci

T

he United States Supreme Court is now poised to hear its first case addressing the limits of tribal jurisdiction in seven years, having granted
certiorari in Dollar Gen. Corp. v. Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians.1
The case will be heard almost 35 years after the Supreme Court first
recognized that there are circumstances in which an Indian tribe can exercise
civil jurisdiction over nonmembers.
In that case, the Supreme Court
created two exceptions to the general rule
that Indian tribes cannot exercise civil
jurisdiction over nonmembers.2 The first
Montana exception — known as the consensual relationship exception — provides that “[a] tribe may regulate,
through taxation, licensing, or other means,
the activities of nonmembers who enter
consensual relationships with the tribe or
its members, through commercial dealing,
contracts, leases, or other arrangements.”3
Despite its pronouncement in Montana, twenty years later the Supreme
Court acknowledged that it has “never
held that a tribal court had jurisdiction
over a nonmember defendant” in any context, leaving the question of whether
tribal courts may ever exercise civil jurisdiction over nonmembers unanswered.4
The Supreme Court now appears
ready to answer that question, having
granted a petition for a writ of certiorari
to Dolgencorp and its parent company,
Dollar General Corporation (collectively,
“Dolgencorp”), to decide whether Montana’s first exception grants Indian tribal
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courts jurisdiction to adjudicate civil tort
claims against nonmembers, including as
a means of regulating the conduct of
nonmembers who enter into consensual
relationships with a tribe or its members.5
Dolgencorp operates a Dollar General store located on land held in trust by
the United States for the Mississippi Band
of Choctaw Indians.6 The store operates
pursuant to a lease agreement with the
tribe and a business license issued by the
tribe. John Doe, a young tribe member,
sued both the store’s manager and Dolgencorp in tribal court, alleging various
theories of negligence and vicarious
liability on the grounds that he was sexually molested while working at the store
as part of a youth job training program
operated by the tribe.
Dolgencorp and the manager challenged the tribal court’s subject-matter
jurisdiction. After the Choctaw Supreme
Court held that subject-matter jurisdiction existed as to both Dolgencorp and
the manager under Montana’s first exception, they filed suit in the U.S. District for
the Southern District of Mississippi

against various tribal entities, as well as
Doe and his parents, to enjoin the tribal
court action.
The crux of the dispute is over the
meaning and import of Plains Commerce
Bank v. Long Family Land & Cattle Co.7 —
the last foray in the Supreme Court over
the limits of tribal jurisdiction. Although
the Supreme Court granted certiorari in
Plains Commerce to decide precisely the
question at issue — whether Montana’s
undefined “other means” include adjudicating civil tort claims in tribal court —
the Court resolved the case on other
grounds.
In Plains Commerce, a divided Court
voted 5-4 in favor of finding a non-Indian
bank did not have to answer a lawsuit filed
in a tribal court despite the bank having
entered into a consensual agreement with
the plaintiffs. The Court did not apply or
analyze the limits of Montana’s first exception, instead holding the tribes lack the
inherent authority to regulate the sale of
non-Indian land, regardless of the form
of regulation.
Dolgencorp contends Plains Commerce narrowed Montana’s first exception,
such that only those consensual relationships that are evaluated and determined
to have an impact on tribal self-government or internal relations trigger tribal
jurisdiction. According to Dolgencorp,
because the consensual relationship at
issue does not implicate those interests,
Montana’s first exception does not apply.
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The Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians has two
casinos in Philadelphia, MS, the Golden Moon (top)
and the Silver Star (left)

By contrast, the tribal defendants maintain
that Plains Commerce left the basic Montana
framework intact, and that “no showing is
required to be made beyond the existence of the
consensual relationship which supports a finding
of consent to tribal jurisdiction, and the nexus
between the consensual relationship and exertion
of tribal authority.”8
The District Court agreed with the tribal
defendants’ argument and granted summary judg-

ment in their favor. The Court found that a consensual relationship existed and that none of the
post-Plains Commerce jurisprudence establishes an
additional showing is a prerequisite to the application of Montana’s first exception.
Dolgencorp appealed, challenging the District
Court’s legal determination that the Montana consensual relationship exception was satisfied.
Applying Montana’s framework and postMontana jurisprudence, the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals affirmed the District Court’s decision,
holding Doe was essentially an unpaid intern.9 In
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turn, the Court found that this unquestionably created a relationship of a commercial nature,10 with a nexus between
Doe’s participation in the youth program
and his tort claims, which challenges
Dolgencorp’s placement of the manager in
the store.
The Court found an “obvious nexus”
between Dolgencorp’s participation in the
youth program and the tribe’s interest in
protecting its own children on its own land
by regulating the safety of the child’s
workplace, and found it irrelevant that the
regulation takes the form of a tort duty.
The Court rejected Dolgencorp’s
argument that Plains Commerce narrowed
Montana’s consensual relationship exception by requiring an additional showing
that the specific relationship implicates
tribal governance and internal relations.
Instead, the Court found it permissible to
focus at a higher level of generality to
determine an activity’s impact.
Fifth Circuit Judge Smith’s scathing
dissent emphasized two arguments. First,
in Judge Smith’s view, Montana’s narrow
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“

The current Supreme
Court has been deemed
the most pro-business
since at least World War II.
Further, as the Supreme
Court itself acknowledged
in 2001, it has never
found that a tribal court
had jurisdiction over a
nonmember defendant,
regardless of the
context.

”

exception only applies when the conduct
at issue falls within a tribe’s authority to
“protect tribal self-government or to control internal relations.”11
Second, the dissent emphasized that
even if that threshold inquiry had been satisfied, an insufficient nexus exists between
Dolgencorp’s participation in the youth
program and the full body of Indian tort
law. Judge Smith opined that “[b]ecause
Dolgencorp could not have anticipated

that its consensual relationship with Doe
would subject it to any and all tort claims
actionable under tribal law, there is an
insufficient nexus to satisfy Montana’s first
exception.”12 Judge Smith maintained that
Montana’s first exception “envisages discrete regulations consented to ex ante,”
rather than the majority’s “unprecedented after-the-fact imposition of an
entire body of tort law based on Dolgencorp’s participation in a brief, unpaid
internship program.”13
Unsurprisingly, much is at stake for
both big business and tribal interests in this
latest skirmish over the limits of tribal
jurisdiction in the Supreme Court. As
Dolgencorp’s petition for a writ of
certiorari recognized, the implications of
the Fifth Circuit’s opinion affect “tens of
thousands of nonmember corporations
and individuals who do business on tribal
reservations.”14
Uncertainty with respect to the limits
of tribal jurisdiction may have adverse
implications for both tribes and their business partners. Businesses facing potential
liability may simply withdraw from doing

MEMBERS IN THE NEWS
business with tribes in “communities in which unemployment
is already high and access to commercial services (like low-cost
merchandise stores) is low.”15
The tribe goes to the Supreme Court with the deck stacked
against it. Since 2005, when John G. Roberts became the Chief
Justice of the United States Supreme Court, tribal interests
have won just two cases, compared to nine defeats.16 The current Supreme Court has been deemed the most pro-business
since at least World War II.17 Further, as the Supreme Court
itself acknowledged in 2001, it has never found that a tribal
court had jurisdiction over a nonmember defendant, regardless
of the context.
While the Supreme Court has never held that a tribal
court has jurisdiction over a nonmember defendant, in the Fifth
Circuit’s view, every circuit court to consider the question has
either held or assumed that tribal courts may exercise jurisdiction over tort claims against nonmembers under Montana’s first
exception.18
The Department of Justice (“DOJ”) also weighed in, filing
an amicus brief taking the tribe’s side. In contending that the
Fifth Circuit correctly decided the issue, the DOJ asserted that
the tribe has jurisdiction over Doe’s claims because the tribe
has jurisdiction to regulate conduct occurring on tribal trust
land irrespective of Montana’s general rule or its exceptions.19
Given the current political climate of the Court, the case
is ripe for resolving the confusion Montana’s consensual relationship exception has caused. Notwithstanding the DOJ’s
firm stance behind the tribe, the Supreme Court may reverse
the Fifth Circuit’s decision. Depending on the breadth and
depth of the Court’s holding, such a ruling could certainly
impact those doing business in Indian country.
With the Court’s decision expected in the spring of 2016,
both tribes and their business partners will surely have their
sights set on the Court’s next term. ♣
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FOX ROTHSCHILD ADDS NEW PARTNERS
Fox Rothschild builds upon their existing experience
in gaming, corporate, litigation, and real estate
practices, while also bringing on a well-respected
regulated cannabis practice to the firm in Chicago.
Fox’s newest partners are:
William Bogot
He represents clients before
government agencies in highly
regulated industries. As a
former legal adviser to the
Illinois Gaming Board (IGB),
he authored portions of Illinois’
gaming regulations and
advised the IGB and the
governor’s office on all aspects
of gaming law and regulation. He draws upon this
experience to counsel clients in both the gaming and
medical cannabis industries, and other industries
that have similar regulatory oversight. Bill also
regularly litigates in administrative hearings, trial
courts and appellate courts. His litigation experience includes acting as lead counsel in state and
nationwide class actions.
Donna B. More
She provides compliance,
regulatory, corporate and
transaction services to clients
in highly regulated industries.
Drawing upon her experience
as General Counsel to the
Illinois Gaming Board (IGB)
and her tenure as an Assistant U.S. Attorney for the
Northern District of Illinois and Cook County State’s
Attorney, she advises clients on all licensing and
regulatory issues and in hearings before administrative agencies. She also represents these clients in
commercial and regulatory disputes involving
competitors.
More also maintains a robust medical cannabis
practice, helping clients to comply with Illinois’
Compassionate Use of Medical Cannabis Pilot
Program Act. This includes working to secure
cultivation licenses from the Illinois Department of
Agriculture and dispensary licenses from the Illinois
Department of Professional Regulation.
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